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Good book, Generally I really did learn a lot from this book. It was an
excellent read, and launched me to numerous topics that I I've never
considered before. My only criticism can be that it pushes towards the
pessimistic part on medical issues and the decline of people in middle
age and old age rather than focusing on many of the positive factors
that happened during those chapters. I like reading this book. I felt
that the birth through adolescence chapters had been exceptionally
excellent. Definitely rent from Amazon!it's Not.. In addition, it has
highlighted phrases in the margin, with definitions, so you can learn a
new vocabulary related to psychology. This is certainly a great buy
without needing to go broke. Rented this book to get the semester and am
deeply in love with the fact that I didn't need to buy .. Came as
expected. Rented this book intended for the semester and am deeply in
love with the fact that I didn't have to buy it a complete price and
wonder what to do with it after my class finished. It was, however, an
interesting book that could be great for referring to if you were going
into this field of research. Three Stars repeats and repeats and
repeats. After the semester ended, I had plenty of time to return the
book, that was very simple since Amazon provides you the come back
label. Wonderful For College I bought this publication for a class We am
taking at community college, and I came across that everywhere I looked
charged an arm and a leg for this book (ouch! I can't believe I ever
hesitated about it.! It includes charts and references to figures based
in India that are not helpful or relevant to somebody studying in the
usa. Clearly this textbook should not be distributed beyond India
regardless of the disclaimer that they make in the explanation on the
Amazon website. Five Stars Just as described too long and distracting
distribution of paragraphs.! Book predicated on India figures not United
States This product is totally misrepresented. If this sounds too great
to be true..) So I ordered it from this seller and out of my surprise,
it was nearly $ 50 cheaper than anywhere else I could discover this
item, and it had been practically brand new.!! Yes. Portion of the spine
at the top was ripped, but it was hardly visible.only $17 for this book
and while it's an old edition, the information inside the book is
practically the exact same! Pictures and everything! That is totally
actual!! The comprehensive index is helpful when taking an on the web
test. Affordable and interesting My school allows us to use the previous
addition to save us cash, and it's just as useful as the newer edition.
In addition, it assumes that everybody uses the same route, but Perhaps
they simply just focused on the majority. Not really the best read,
however, not too boring either. The index is complete, and it includes a
name index so that you can find all the references to Piaget, for
instance.! The pages had been all in tact, there was no writing or
highlighting, and I am able to use it efficiently in course. If you want
a very helpful text that will help you learn easily, that is it. It was
just a gen ed training course for me, but I still cherished the info it



shared. Why only one device anyways?. Yes! Not the best read, but not
too boring either I needed this book for a college course I am taking,
it came needlessly to say on time. It's interesting, and has plenty of
examples and stories. Easy to send back Great for renting Just what I
needed Great condition Good learned material. Got me through the
semester.. It was interesting It was an interesting book The only thing
I am disappointed with Amazon about is having it in one device I've
utilized Feldman's textbook extensively throughout my research. The only
thing I am disappointed with Amazon about is having it in a single
device. I travel and do use my cell phone to read however when I am back
I prefer my tablet. I possibly could buy another copy nonetheless it is
too expensive at this time.. If indeed they still included the initial
statistics it might be fine to have the additional statistics to India
however they have removed the original United states-based statistics,
rendering this ineffective as a textbook for somebody studying in the
usa.
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